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Abstract 
Let .d(2) be the mod-2 Steenrod algebra, and let P, = [F2 [.s , , , .Y,,] be the mod-2 cohomol- 
ogy of the s-fold product of IWP’ with itself, with its usual structure as an .d(2)-module. 
A polynomial P E p, is said to be hit if it is in the image of the action .d(2) @ P” + IPA, where 
x/(2) is the augmentation ideal of .d(2). In this paper we state two equivalent forms of 
a conjecture that a certain family of monomials is hit, and prove the conjecture in a special case. 
In the process, we use information about the canonical antiautomorphism x of x/(2) to show 
that a hit polynomial P remains hit when multiplied by any polynomial raised to a sufficiently 
high 2-power. The relevant 2-power depends only on the Milnor basis elements required 
to hit P. 
1. Introduction 
Let .n/(2) be the mod-2 Steenrod algebra, and let pY = IFI [.yl , . . , x,] be the mod-2 
cohomology of the s-fold product of RP” with itself, with its usual structure as an 
.c/(2)-module. A polynomial P E EJs is said to be hit if it is in the image of the action 
.rJ(2) @ OD, + kDY, where XI(~) is the augmentation ideal of .d(2). In particular, a hit 
polynomial case can be written as a finite sum 
for suitable polynomials P+ Here the Sq(.@) are the Milnor basis elements indexed by 
sequences .?R = (rl,r2, . . . ) of non-negative integers almost all of which are 0. 
In this paper we state two forms of a conjecture that a certain family of monomials 
is hit (Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2). We prove the forms equivalent (Proposition 5.1) and 
prove the conjecture in a special case (Theorem 1.4). 
.~ 
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In the course of our proof, we are led naturally to discover that certain other 
families of polynomials are also hit. For example, we show that if P is hit, as in Eq. (1) 
then so is any polynomial of the form P. F2’ ‘, where F is arbitrary and L’ is an integer 
depending only on the sequences .+9 that appear in Eq. (1) (Theorem 3.3). As a conse- 
quence we show hit a family of polynomials of the form P. F2’ ‘, where P is symmetric 
and L’ is sufficiently large (Theorem 3.4). 
In order to state our conjectures and main result, we introduce some notation. If 
p > 0 is an integer, write p Lkl for the result of truncating the binary representation of 
p to the left of the place corresponding to 2k. If D = .uF’ ... .ur is a monomial in lPs, 
define f&(D) by writing &(D) = Cjpy’. 
Let G be the set of all sequences .Y = (s,, s2, . ) of non-negative integers almost all 
of which are 0. The dimension of a sequence .Y’ E Z is I.YI = I,‘= 1 (2,’ - l)sj, and its 
length is /(.Y) = ET= 1 sj. If I.‘/‘1 = d, then .‘/’ is called a representution of d (cf. [4,5]). 
Given .Y E G, define a sequence 0 I 6,(Y) I 6, (JY’) I ... by 
6k(.Y) = C (2’ - l)Lkl,j. 
j= 1 
Note that S,(.Y) = I(.Y) and that S,(.Y) = I.Y( (mod 2k “) for all k 2 0. It is not hard to 
see that each d 2 1 has a unique minimul representation .2(d) such that 
&[d(d)] I &(8) for all .JA E G of dimension d and all k 2 0 [S]. Define 
6,(d) = S,[&d)] for k 2 0. For example, the number b,,(d) is the minimum possible 
number of summands in expressions of the form d = Ci’=, (2’1 - 1). 
Our conjecture is the following. 
Conjecture 1.1. Let D be a monomial of degree d. If r:,(D) < bk(d) for some k 2 0, then 
D is hit. 
We will prove Conjecture 1.1 equivalent to the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1.2. Let E and F be polynomials of degrees e and .f; respectively. and 
suppose that r < (Zk+’ - l)&(f) for some k 2 0. Then E. F”” is hit. 
Remark 1.3. The main result of Wood’s paper [6] can be interpreted as saying that 
Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 are true in the case k = 0. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.4. Conjecture 1.1 und 1.2 are true in the cuse k = 1. 
We remark that the main results of [2-51 concerning hit polynomials can also be 
interpreted as special cases of our conjecture. 
We wish to say a few words about the motivation behind Conjecture 1.1. A mono- 
mial .uf’ ....x? is called a spike [S] if there exist integers u, , . . . , u,~ such that 
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pj = 2”~ - 1 for all j. An arbitrary polynomial F is said to contuin a spike if the 
expansion of F in the monomial basis contains a spike; otherwise F is spike,free. More 
generally, let Mat(s, [F,) be the semi-group of (s x s)-matrices over ff2. The natural 
action of Mat(s, E,) on Ps commutes with that of .d(2). We say the polynomial F is 
strongly spikefiee if aF is spike free for all (T E Mut(s, E,). It is easy to see that if F is hit 
then F is strongly spike free. The converse is known to be false for general poly- 
nomials; for example, the polynomial ..y~.x2.x3 +X ,$.x3 + .Y r?cz.uS is strongly spike free 
but not hit. The following question, however, remains open. 
Question. [f the monomial D is strongly spike,free, is D necessarily hit? 
It is an easy exercise with the binomial expansion to show that if D is a 
monomial of degree d, and if ak(D) < 6,(d) for some k 2 0, then D is strongly spike free. 
Accordingly, Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2, if proved, would show that a certain family of 
strongly spike free monomials is hit, providing a partial affirmative answer to our 
question. 
Finally, we wish to draw the reader’s attention to Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, which 
describe situations in which the product of two hit polynomials is itself hit. We use 
such hits to prove Theorem 1.4, but they are perhaps of interest in their own right, and 
may eventually contribute to the final determination of the space of all hit elements 
in PT. 
2. The Steenrod algebra .d(2) 
The Milnor basis of the mod-2 Steenrod algebra .d(2) is indexed by the sequences 
.YEZ. If ,Y = (Sl,Sl) . . . ) is a sequence with si = 0 for i > p, then the basis element 
corresponding to .Y is denoted Sq(.Y’) = Sq(s, , . . . , s,,), and its dimension is 
ISq(.Y)I = 191 = CL1 (2’ - l)sj. For t 2 1, define I,: E -+ G by (s, , . . . , s,~) 
tt(r,, . , rtN) with 
Sj if i = jt, 
Yi = 
i 0 if t does not divide i 
and write Sq,(.Y) for Sq[z,(.Y)]. For example, 
1-l 
Q,(l) = sq (om 1). 
The Steenrod algebra is a connected Hopf algebra, and as such has a unique 
antiautomorphism x [l]. This antiautomorphism has the property that xSq(r) is the 
sum of al Milnor basis elements Sq(.Y) of the appropriate dimension [l]: 
z%(r) = C Sq(.Y). (2) 
,‘I,=* 
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For arbitrary sequences d E G, Milnor gives a formula for %Sq(.X) as follows. For 
n 2 1, let Part(n) denote the set of ordered sequences [CX = (a, , . . . , a,)] of positive 
integers with 1 rj = n. Milnor considers equations of the form 
yi = i C .f(i,a)Y~ 
II= I xEPart(nl 
(3) 
for i = 1,2,3, . where the unknowns y, are non-negative integers. For our purposes, 
it suffices to know that each coefficient ,f(i,~) satisfies 
,f(i,a) E [O, 1,2,22,23, . ..). (4) 
To each solution Y = jyXi of Eqs. (3) Milnor associates the sequence 
.V( Y) = (.s,,.s2, . ) defined by s, = CXEPaTttn) yX, so that for example sr = y(r) and 
s2 = JJ,~, + y,,, 1j. Finally, he associates to each solution Y the number 
h(Y) =!;&;;J ...; 
here 
> 
denotes the multinomial coefficient associated to the non-negative integers p1 , . . . , pm 
whose sum is q. 
Proposition 2.1 (Milnor [I, Theorem 51). With notation as above, &G@‘) = 
Ch(Y)SqC.C/(Y)I, h w ere the summation is over ~111 solutions Y to Eqs. (3). 
We use Proposition 2.1 to prove a further result about x. If n is a positive integer, 
define its 2-valuation v2(n) to be the largest integer v for which 2“ ( n; set ~~(0) = co. It 
is easy to prove the following necessary condition for a multinomial coefficient to be 
odd: 
n 
PI lP2l . ..IPm 
s 1 (mod2) * vz(n) I \‘z(pi) for 1 5 i I m. 
Given a sequence .&‘= (rI,r2, ) ~6, define its 2-valuation ~~(9) to be 
~~(9) = min {v2(ri)). 
Proposition 2.2. Let 3 = (rlrr2, . . ) E G with ~~(4’) = v, und suppose that the repres- 
entation qf xSq(&‘) us a sum qf distinct Milnor basis elements is xSq(d) = CC, t I Sq(9). 
Then ~~(9) I v,for ull 9 E./. 
Proof. To prove Proposition 2.2, it will suffice to show that for every solution Y of 
Eqs. (3) with h(Y) E 1 (mod2), we have ~~[9’( Y )] I v. Indeed, let Y be such a solu- 
tion, and choose an index t such that v2(r,) = v. Then Eqs. (3) for i = t and (4) imply 
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that vz(yl) I u for some n and some CK E Part(n). By Eq. (5) the coefficient h(Y) is odd 
only if vz(s,) I vz(y,) I U. As v~[~V(Y)] I v2(s,), this proves the proposition. 0 
3. The d’(2) action on ps 
In this section we state some useful facts concerning the <d(2) action on IFDs and use 
them to describe a large class of hit polynomials. To begin with, we recall the familiar 
fact that for any polynomial F of degree ,f. we have Sq(f)F = F2, so that in particular 
all squares in L& are hit. We next introduce some notation. Given .X = (r,, r2, . . . ) E G 
and e 2 I(.#), define the symmetric sum 
where the sum is over all ordered e-tuples {a, , . . , a,), such that exactly rj of the Ui are 
equal to j for all j 2 1, and the rest of the 9i are equal to 0. 
Lemma 3.1. Given a sequence 8 E G qf length 1(.&p) = 1, we huve the,#bllnwiny: 
(I) Let e 2 I. Then 
Sq(.X)x,.u2 **a x, = 
i 
0, e < 1, 
Sym,(d), e 2 1. 
In particular, tf e 2 1 then each monomiul M qf Sq(:#)x,.x, .a’ ?I, sati.$ies 
t::,(M) = e - I, where c,(M) is as dqfined in Section 1. 
(2) Let E be uny monomial qfdegree e. [f e -=I 1, then S9(.#)E = 0. !f e 2 1, then euch 
monomial M ofSq(.%)E sutisjes Ed I e - 1. 
(3) !f 9’ E G is a sequence with ~~(9) = L’, then Sq(,T%‘)F”” = 0,for all polynomials F. 
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (3) are easy inductions on e (resp. II) that use Milnor’s 
formula [l] for the diagonal in .d(2), and begin with the observation that 
Sq,( 1)X = ,Y” (resp. Sq,( 1)x2 = 0) for each one-dimensional class x in the polynomial 
ring. 
To prove (2) let E f p+ be any monomial of degree e; we may assume without loss of 
generality that e I s. Observe that E can be written as E = (T(.Y] .--.u,) for some 
CJ E Mat(s, F,). Since the actions of &‘(2) and Mut(s, [F,) on aD, commute, we have 
Sq(.#)E = o[S9(.4?)~, v.. x,]. This along with (1) proves (2) in the case e < 1. If e 2 1, 
observe further that each monomial M of Sq(.iP)E is of the form o(M’) for some 
monomial M’ of S9(.JA)xI ... x,. But it is a simple exercise in combinatorics to verify 
that co[a(M’)] I c,(M’). This along with (1) concludes the proof of (2). 0 
The following observation, due to Wood [6], is central to our argument. 
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Lemma 3.2. For ull polynomials E and F and ~11 0 E .&‘(2), we huve the congruence 
OE. F = E. [x(O)F] modulo hit elements, where x is the canonicul unti-uutomorphism as 
in Section 2. 
We are now ready to describe a situation in which the product of two hit 
polynomials is itself hit. We begin by assuming that a polynomial P is hit, so that 
Eq. (1) holds for certain sequences .9 distinct from the zero-sequence, and for certain 
polynomials PM. 
Theorem3.3. Let v he the maximum value ?f ~~(a), us .X runges over the sequences 
uppeuring in Eq. (1). Then P. F” ’ is hit,,for all polynomials F. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that P = Sq(.JR)E for some non-zero 
sequence .9 and polynomial E. Let v,(8) = v. If Cc, E I Sq(9) is the representation of 
xSq(.#) as a sum of Milnor basis elements, then by Lemma 3.2 we have 
P.F”’ = [Sq(.W)E] .F”” = E.[XSq(.#)F” ‘1 = E. 1 Sq(.Y)F”” 
[ I 
(6) 
,I l I 
modulo hit elements. By Proposition 2.2, we have r2(.CJ,) I v for all .Y E.F. Now 
Lemma 3.1 (3) implies that each summand in Eq. (6) vanishes. This proves the 
theorem. 0 
In view of Lemma 3.1, we may single out a case in which the hit polynomials described 
in Theorem 3.3 are particularly recognizable. 
Theorem 3.4. !f ~~(-9) = v and e 2 /(./A), then Sym,(.#). F” ” is hit,for all polynomials F. 
To place Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in context, observe that if P is any polynomial of 
degree e < 2”, then P. F2”” is hit by Sq(2”) for all polynomials F # 1. These theorems 
may be viewed as giving, in the case that P itself is hit, a better estimate of the 
minimum exponent m = m(P) such that P. F2” is hit for all F. 
4. Number theory 
We will need the following number-theoretic lemma in our proof that Conjectures 
1.1 and 1.2 are equivalent. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose d, e, ,J k are non-negative integers ,for which 
d = e + 2k+ ‘,f, (7) 
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Then the,following conditions are equivulent: 
(i) There exists u represent&on -1 ?f d,for which s,(M) = r. 
(ii) e 2 (2’+’ - l)S,(,f). 
(iii) e 2 6,(d). 
Proof. We begin by showing the equivalence of (i) and (ii). In fact, suppose 
.X = (r,,rL, . . . ) is a representation of d with &(.,A) = e. Then 
e = C rj(2j - l)tk’, 
i? 1 
so 
el,i,~+,rj(2j-l)LLJ=(2k+1-1) C rj. 
j>ktl 
By Eq. (8), we can express ,f as 
&k-e)=& f= j,F+, rj[(2j - 1) - (2k+ ’
= j,)-+, rj(2jmk-’ - l), 
(8) 
(9) 
- 1)l 
(10) 
so there exists a representation of ,f of length Cj>k+, Yj. But &(,f) is the minimal 
length of all such representations. So relation (9) implies that e 2 (2k+ ’ - l)S,(,f ), and 
we have proved the implication (i) =j (ii). 
Conversely, suppose that e 2 (2kt1 - l)S,(f’). Let .%‘(j’) = (s1,s2, . ) be the min- 
imal representation of ,f; as described in Section 1, so that Cj z 1 Sj = S,(f). Consider 
the sequence .# = (rl,r2, . ..) defined by r, = e - (2kt’ - l)&,(S) (non-negative by 
hypothesis),rj=Oifl<jIk+l,andrj=sj_,~,ifj>k+l.Then.~isarepres- 
entation of d with (Sk(,#) = e. We have proved that (ii) a(i). 
We now show that (iii) *(i). Note that one always has d E fik(d)(mod2k”), and 
that Eq. (7) implies d = e(mod 2kf ’ ). Hence, under the assumption (iii), we can write 
c = 6,(d) + i2k+1 for some integer i. 2 0. We will prove by induction on i, that (i) 
holds. If i = 0 we take .8 = .2(d), the minimal representation of A. Now let i. > 0 and 
suppose the result has been proved in the cases 0, 1, . . . , i. - 1. Suppose 
f? = ijk(d) + ;.2k+’ and that Eq. (7) holds for some ,f 2 0. By the inductive hypothesis 
there is a representation .‘/I of d with &(?v) = e - 2k+ ‘; say .‘/’ = (sl, s2, . . . ). If Sj were 
0 for all ,i > k + 1 we would have 
k+l kfl 
d= C Sj(2’-1)= 1 ,~j(2j-I)[kl=~k(L/‘)=e-2k+1. 
j=l j= 1 
(11) 
But this is impossible, as Eq. (7) implies d 2 e. So there must exist an index I > k + 1 
withsl>0.1fk=OandI=2put.~=(s,+3,s,-l,s,, . ..).Then.#isarepre- 
sentation of d with 6,(.x) = e. If / > 2, put .‘A = (s, + l,sz, . . . , s,-~,s,_ 1 + 2, 
.S[ - 1, s[+ , , . ). Then ./R is a representation of d with cS,(.JA) = e. This completes our 
proof that (iii) j(i). 
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We note finally that the implication (i) * (iii) is immediate from the definition of 
b,(d). This completes our proof of Lemma 4.1. q 
5. Equivalence of conjectures 
In this section we show the following result. 
Proposition 5.1. Conjectures 1.1 und 1.2 ure equivalent. 
Proof. Conjecture 1.1 * Conjecture 1.2 Assume Conjecture 1.1 to be true, and sup- 
pose that E and F satisfy the hypothesis of Conjecture 1.2. We may assume by 
linearity that E and F are monomials. Let D = E. F” ‘; then Q(D) I e. Set 
d = deg D = e + 2k+ ‘,f: By Lemma 4.1 and the hypothesis on r and ,f; we have 
ek(D) I e < 6,(d), so Conjecture 1.1 implies that D is hit. 
Conjecture 1.2 * Conjecture 1.1 Assume Conjecture 1.2 to be true, and suppose 
D to be a monomial satisfying the hypothesis of Conjecture 1.1 for some k 2 0. Then 
there exist unique monomials E and F such that deg E = e,(E) = ck(D) and 
D = E. F”“. Write e and .f’ for the respective degrees of these monomials. 
As d=e+2kt’,f and e < 8,(d) by hypothesis, Lemma 4.1 implies that 
e < (2k+’ - l)&(f). By Conjecture 1.2, D is hit. 0 
6. The conjecture for k = 1 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We will prove the case k = 1 of Conjecture 1.2. Our proof is 
based on Lemma 3.2, which is the principal ingredient in Wood’s proof of the case 
k = 0 of the conjecture [6]. 
Suppose that E and F are polynomials of degrees e and .f; respectively, satisfying 
the hypotheses of Conjecture 1.2. By linearity, we may assume that E and F are 
monomials. We observe that F2’ = Sq(2,f’)F’ and write E.F2’ z 
CxSq(2.f )E1.F2 = CI,x,=2,Sq(.+VEI .FZ modulo hit elements, the congruence and 
equality holding by Lemma 3.2 and Eq. (2) respectively. But the sum 
~I~I=2~.a~~~~=0 [Sq(.%)E]. FZ is hit by Theorem 3.3, and so 
E.F2’ E 
c [Sq(./R) E] F2 module hit elements. (12) 
l*I=2/.a,(X)z 1 
We proceed to show that each of the summands of Eq. (I 2) is hit. 
First, we observe that if d = e + 4f then 
e < &J(d) + 26,(.f). 
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Indeed, if (s,(f) < 6,(d), the hypothesis of Conjecture 1.2 implies that e < 
3&,(S) < &(li) + 26,(f). If 6,(d) < S,(f), the hypothesis of Conjecture 1.2 along with 
Lemma 4.1 gives e < 6,(d) I 3&((1) I&(d) + 2&(,f). 
Second, we remark that if ~~(9) 2 1, then f $9 dg (r,/2, r,/2, . . ) is a representation 
of ,f: Since fio(,f’) is the least possible length for a representation of ,L we set that 
I(f.8) 2 &(,f) and so I(.@) 2 26,(f). 
Suppose now that v,(.%‘) 2 1. Combining the above observations and invoking 
Lemma 3.1, we find that each monomial M appearing in Sq(.?R)E satisfies 
e”(M) I e - I(.#) I e - 26,(f) < 6,(d). (13) 
As i:o(FZ) = 0, each summand M.F* of [Sq(&)E]. F* satisfies eo(MF2) = c,(M) 
< 6,(d). Therefore by the truth of Conjecture 1.1 in the case k = 0 (Wood’s theorem), 
each M. F2 is hit, and we conclude that [Sq(:'A)E] . F* is hit as well. 
As each summand [Sq(.R)E] F* in Eq. (12) is hit, we conclude that E. F*’ is itself 
hit. This proves the theorem. 0 
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